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Let R be a reduced commutative noetherian ring with total quotient ring 
Q(R) = R,, S = regular elements. Let 1 be the integral closure of R in Q(R). 
If R is finite over R, it is well known that the following conditions are 
equivalent 
(1) Pit R = Pit R[X], 
(1’) Pit R = Pit R[X, ,..., X”] for all n, 
(2) R is seminormal in Q(R) (see Section 2), 
(3) If a E Q(R) and a’, a3 E R then a E R. 
The equivalence of (l), (1’) and (2) was shown by Traverso [ 191, 
extending earlier work of Endo [6] and Bass and Murthy [3 J, while the 
equivalence of (2) and (3) was shown by Hamann [9]. The form of (3) used 
here is taken from Hochster’s discussion of 193 in [ 111. The fact that (1) 
implies (3) was observed earlier by Schanuel [ 11. His proof assumed that R 
is a domain but, as Rush [ 171 has recently pointed out, this is unnecessary. 
These results have been extended to all reduced commutative noetherian 
rings and to all commutative domains by Gilmer and Heitmann [8] and 
Brewer and Costa [4]. Rush [ 171 has recently extended them to all reduced 
corn utative rings with only a finite number of minimal ideals. 
It “t s easy to see that the above properties are not equivalent for an 
arbitrary reduced ring. An example is given in Section 1. However, a simple 
modification of (3) works in the most general case. I will refer to this 
property as seminormality since it agrees with the usual notion (property 
(2)) whenever Q(R) is a product of fields. This includes all cases previously 
considered. 
DEFINITION. A commutative ring R is seminormal if it is reduced and 
whenever b, c E R satisfy b3 = c2, there is an a E R with u* = b, a3 = c. 
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Note that a will be unique if it exists (Corollary 3.2). Conversely, if we 
assume the uniqueness of a, R will necessarily be reduced. 
THEOREM 1. Let R be any commutative ring. Then the following 
properties are equivalent. 
(a) Pit R = Pit R[X, ,..., X,,] for some n > 1. 
(b) Pit R = Pit R[X ,,..., X,] for all n. 
(C) Rred is seminormal. 
This will be proved in Section 6. In Section 3, I will discuss the relation 
between the present definition and that of [ 191. 
Examples given by Hamann [9] suggest weakening the notion of seminor- 
mality to that of p-seminormality for p E Z prime. This is defined in 
Section 5. The proof of Theorem 1 applies with no essential change to show 
that ker Pit R [X, ,..., X,J -t Pit R, n > 1 is p-torsion free if and only if Rred is 
p-seminormal. In Section 9, I will apply this to extend the results of [9] to all 
reduced commutative rings. 
All rings considered in this paper will be commutative with unit. 
1. EXAMPLES 
If R is a reduced noetherian ring, the total quotient ring Q(R) is a finite 
product of fields, Q(R) = n R,/PR,, over the minimal primes P (see 
Corollary 3.6.). However, if R is not reduced Q(R) can misbehave rather 
badly. For example, let A be local with maximal ideal m and let R = 
A [X]/(mX, X2) = A @A/m X. Then R is local and Q(R) = R since mR 
consists of zero-divisors. Since A red = Rred , Pit A [T] = Pit R [ T] and 
Pit A = Pit R (see Lemma 6.2) so R satisfies (2) and (3) but not (1) or (1’) 
in general. 
This behavior is easy to avoid by working with Rred but if R is not 
noetherian, similar things can still happen. Suppose A is reduced. Let a E A 
be a non-unit and form A’ = (A[X]/(aX)),,, . Clearly, A c A’ and a is not 
regular in A’. We also have a retraction A’ + A by sending X to 0. By 
iterating this process transfinitely, one gets A c A’ with a retraction 2 -+ A 
such that all non-units of A are zero-divisors in 2. Let A”’ = A, 
A(“+‘) =A(“) and R = U A (n) Then R c A with a retraction R -+ A and all .
non-units of ‘R are zero-divisors, so Q(R) = R. Properties (2) and (3) are 
satisfied by R but Pit R [X] contains Pit A [X] as a direct summand, and this 
can be as bad as one likes. An explicit example is given in (8, Sect. 21. 
The definition of seminormality given above would still make sense if R is 
not reduced, but in Theorem 1 it is essential to apply it to Rred and not R 
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itself. For example, let R = k[X, Y]/(Y’, XY). Then Rred = k[~] is 
seminormal so Theorem 1 applies. However, if b = X2 + Y and c = X3 then 
b3 = c* but there is no a with a* = b, a3 = c. If there were, working mod Y 
wouldgivea-Xs~u=X+uYbutthenu*=X~#b. 
2. SEMINORMAL EXTENSIONS 
I will call an extension A c B subintegral if B is integral over A, 
spec B + spec A is a bijection and for all Q E Spec B, k(A n Q) 3 k(Q), 
where k(Q) = Bo/QBo, k(P) = A,/PA, for P E spec A. 
DEFINITION. If A c B, we say A is seminormal in B if there is no subex- 
tension A c C c B with C #A and A c C subintegral. 
The following alternative characterization of subintegral extensions is 
sometimes convenient. 
LEMMA 2.1. A c B is subintegral if and only if B is integral over A and 
for allj?elds F and homomorphisms 9, the diagram 
AcB 
can be filled in uniquely. 
The proof is immediate since t,u can be specified by giving Q 
(= ker w) E spec B over P = ker (p and an extension 
k(P) - k(Q) 
LEMMA 2.2 ([ 191). Any extension A c B has a largest subextension 
subintegral over A. 
As in [ 191, I will denote this subring by &4 and refer to it as the seminor- 
malization (or subintegral closure) of A in B. 
ProoJ This is proved in [ 191. An alternative construction can be given 
using Lemma 2.1. We can assume B integral over A. In this case b E +BA if 
and only if for every field extension F c E and 9: A + F, all extensions II/ of 
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cp to B + E agree on b and have I&I) E F. The set of such b is clearly a 
subring of B. Note that if P = ker q, then w: A,B + E and the kernels of 
such v/ are exactly the maximal ideals of A,B. Therefore, we recover 
Traverso’s formula [ 191 
iA = {b E Bib/l E A, + ,P(ApB), all PE spec A} 
for B integral over A. 
LEMMA 2.3. If A c B c C then A c C is subintegral if and only if A c B 
and B c C are. 
Proof. In either case the extensions are integral so spec C--t 
spec B -+ spec A are surjections and the result follows immediately. 
LEMMA 2.4. If A c B = A[b] where b2, b3 E A, then A c B is subin- 
tegral. 
Proof: Let QEspecB, P=QnA. If b2&P then A,=B, since 
Ab2 = Bb2. If b2 E P then b E Q and A/P = B/Q. In both cases, Q is uniquely 
determined by P and k(P) = k(Q), 
DEFINITION. An elementary subintegral extension is one of the type 
considered in Lemma 2.4. 
The main object of this section is to show that Hamann’s criterion for 
seminormality (2 o 3 above) works without any finiteness assumptions. In 
fact, the proofs of 19, Proposition 2.1 I*] and [ 19, Corollary 1.8) do not need 
such assumptions, but I will give a slightly different version of this proof 
here. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let A c B be any extension. Then A is seminormal in B 
if and only if b E B, b2, b’ E A imply b E A. 
The conditions is necessary by Lemma 2.4. The converse can be restated 
as follows. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let A c B be a non-trivial subintegral extension. Then we 
can find b E B with bZ, b3 E A but b G$ A. 
Proof: We can assume B finite over A by Lemma 2.3. Let I = (b E B 1 
bB c A} be the conductor. Note that Z= 0 is possible. If S is any 
multiplicative set of A, then I, is the conductor of As c B, because B is 
finite over A. Note that A, c B, is still subintegral. This is clear from 
Lemma 2.1. If A, # B,, it will suffice to prove the lemma for A, c B,. In 
fact, suppose x E B, x/s 6? A, but (x/s)‘, (x/s)~ E A,s. Write (x/s)’ = a/t2, 
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(x/s)~ = c/t3, a, c E A. Find u E S with u*(~*x* - s’a) = 0, u3(t”x3 - s’c) = 0. 
Then b = utx is the required element. 
Now choose P E spec A minimal over I and let S = A -P. Then I, # A, 
so A, #B,. By replacing A and B by As and B, we reduce to the case where 
A is local with maximal ideal P and P is minimal over Z so P = fl. If B/l 
has a nilpotent element, we get an x E B, x @ Z with x2, x3 E I. Since x @ Z, 
there is y E B with xy I?G A and b = xy is the required element. 
Suppose then that B/Z is reduced. Then so is A/Z c B/Z, so Z = P = fl. 
Now B/Z is finite over A/P. Since it is reduced, it is a finite product of fields. 
By Lemma 2.1 there can be only one such field and it must be A/P. 
Therefore, B/P = A/P, so B = A, contrary to the hypothesis. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Zf A c B c C, A is seminormal in B and B is 
seminormal in C then A is seminormal in C. 
In fact, if c*, c3 E A then c E B (seminormal in C) so c EA. If A is 
seminormal in C it is clearly seminormal in B but the example k[x*] c 
k[x*, x3] c k[x] shows that B need not be seminormal in C. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let A c B be any extension. Then i A is the filtered 
union of all subrings of B which can be obtained from A by a finite number 
of elementary subintegral extensions. 
Proof Let C be the union in question. It is clearly filtered, so Lemma 2.1 
shows that C is subintegral over A. Therefore, Cc ‘J. If C # ‘d then C 
is not seminormal in B, so by Theorem 2.5 we can find b E B, b 4 C, 
b2, b3 E C. Let b*, b3 ED c C, where D is obtained from A by a finite 
number of elementary subintegral extensions. Then D[b] is the result of one 
more such extension, so D[b] c C, contradicting b & C. 
The following result is well known [ 19, Corollary 2.21 [ 171. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. The formation of i A commutes with localization with 
respect to multiplicative subsets of A. 
Proof If Cc D is an elementary subintegral extension, so is C, c D,. 
Conversely, let C, c D be elementary, D = C,[x/s] with (x/s)*, (~1s)~ E C,. 
As in the proof of Lemma 2.6, we get D = D(F, where D’ = C[utx] is 
elementary over C. Therefore the result follows immediately from 
Theorem 2.8. 
COROLLARY 2.10. Zf A c B is seminormal (resp. subintegral) and S c A 
then As c B, is seminormal (resp. subintegral). Also A c B is seminormal 
(resp. subintegral) if and only if A,,, c B, = A,B is for all maximal ideals of 
A. 
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This is clear since the two possibilities correspond to iA =A resp. 
;A=B. 
Remark. This result suggests that faithfully Rat base change should 
preserve and reflect subintegral and seminormal extensions. 
Suppose A c B is given, and A c A’ with A’ faithfully flat over A. Let 
B’ = A’ aa B. Since integral extensions can be characterized by the 
finiteness of finitely generated subextensions, it is easy to see that B is 
integral over A if and only if B’ is integral over A’. It then follows 
immediately from Lemma 2.1 that the same is true for subintegral 
extensions. By Theorem 2.8, we see that B+A’ c A’ aA (;A), so A is 
seminormal in B if A’ is seminormal in B’. However, the converse is false. 
For example, let k be a non-perfect field of characteristic p and let 
a E k - kp. Set A = k[x, y]/( y* - xp -a), B = Q(A). Then A is integrally 
closed in B but k(a’lp) Ok A is not seminormal in k(u’lp) Ok B. 
3. SEMINORMALITY 
Recall that A is called seminormal if A is reduced and if for any 6, c E A 
with b3 = c2, there is an a E A with u2 = b, a3 = c. 
LEMMA 3.1. In any commutative ring, x2 = y2, x3 = y3 imply 
(x - y)” = 0. 
ProoJ: (x - y)’ = x3 - 3x’y + 3xy2 - y3 = x3 - 3y3 + 3x3 - y3 = 0. 
COROLLARY 3.2. A is seminormal if and only if for any b, c E A with 
b” = c2, there is a unique a E A with a2 = b, a3 = c. 
The uniqueness of a for b = c = 0 shows that A is reduced. The rest is 
clear. 
COROLLARY 3.3. If R = lim R, and all R, are seminormal, then R is 
seminormal. 
This is immediate from Corollary 3.2. The inverse limit need not be a 
filtered limit. In particular, the glueing process of [ 191 applied to seminormal 
rings yields seminormal rings. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let A c B with B seminormal. Then A is seminormal if 
and onl-v if A is seminormal in B. 
This is clear by Corollary 3.2 and Theorem 2.5. It is customary [ 191 to 
call A seminormal if A is seminormal in its quotient ring Q(A). However, 
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this definition has only been used in the case where Q(A) is a product of 
fields. It follows from Corollary 3.4 that the present definition of seminor- 
mality agrees with that of [ 191 in this case. In the most general case 
previously considered, that of Rush [ 171, A is reduced with only a finite 
number of minimal prime ideals. The fact that Q(A) is a product of fields in 
this case is well known. I will include a proof here for the reader’s 
convenience because the result is usually stated only for noetherian rings. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let A be reduced, S the set of all regular elements of A and 
P, the minimal prime ideals of A. Then S = A - U P,. 
Proof Since n P, = nil A = 0, we have A c n A/P,, which implies 
A - U P, c S. If P is minimal, R, is reduced with one prime ideal so PR, = 
nilR,=O. Therefore PnS=0 so ScA-UP,. 
COROLLARY 3.6. If A is reduced with only a finite number of minimal 
prime ideals Pi then Q(A) = n k(P,). 
Proof: If P n S = 0 then P c U Pi so P = Pi for some i. Therefore, the 
P, are maximal in As = Q(A) and the Chinese remainder theorem applies. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. If R is seminormal so is any localization R,. R is 
seminormal tf and only tf R, is for every maximal ideal m of R. 
Proof. Clearly Rs is reduced. Suppose x3 = y2 in R,. We can write 
x = b/s2, y = c/s3 for some s E S. There is a t E S with t(b3 - c’) = 0. Now 
(t2b)3 = (t3c)‘. Write t2b = a2, t3c = a3. Then x = z2, y = z3 for z = a/St. 
The final statement follows from Corollaries 3.3, 3.4 and the following 
result. 
LEMMA 3.8. Zf A is reduced, then A is seminormal in n A,. 
Proof. Leta=(a,)E~A,witha2=b,a3=c,b,cEA.LetIbetheset 
of s E A such that there is an a E A, with a --t a,,, in all A,,, with s 4 tn. We 
must show 1 E I. Following an idea in [ 161 we show that I is an ideal of A. 
Let s, t E I. To show s + t E 1, we can replace A by Asit and so assume 
As + At = A. This implies that 
A -A, 
is Cartesian [ 10, Chap. II, Proposition 2.2bj. If we have a E A,, a’ E A, with 
the required property, then a, a’ have the same image in A,, by Lemma 3.1, 
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so we get the required element of A by pullback. Finally, if 4,,,= a/s then 
(n/s)’ = b/l, (a/s)” = c/l. Find t 6?! m with t*(a* - s*b) = 0, t3(a3 - s3c) = 0. 
Then using Lemma 3.1 we see that st E Z since a/s E A,, has the necessary 
property. Therefore, Z d m and we conclude that Z = A. 
The hypothesis that A is reduced is necessary. For example, if x E A with 
x2=0 then x/l#O in A,,, for some m. Let 4,=x/l and a,=0 for n#m. 
Then a* = a3 = 0 but a 6% A in general. 
It would be interesting to know if Lemma 3.8 is true for any faithfully flat 
family of A-algebras, i.e., for a collection of A-algebras A + A, flat over A 
such that A, @A M = 0 for all a implies M = 0. I have only been able to 
prove this with an additional hypothesis on A even in the case of a single 
faithfully flat extension. Note that A c n A, since if a is the kernel of 
A-+~~AOwehaveA,@,a=Oforalla. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let (A + A,) be 4 faithfully jlut family of A-algebras 
with all A, reduced. Assume that A is either noethetian or 4 domain. Then A 
is seminormal in n A,. 
Proof: Let 4 = (4,) E n A, with a* = b E A, a3 = c E A. Let b,, c, be 
the images of b, c in A,. Let Z = Ann,(b). Then I, = A, aa Z = AnnAn 
by flatness. The hypothesis on A implies that Z is finitely generated. 
Therefore, if J= Ann,(Z), then J, = A, @A J= AnnAa( Note that 4, E J,, 
since x E I, implies (x4,)* = x2ba = 0 and A, is reduced. Now 
A, aa (Jb : c) = J, b, : c, = A, since c, = a, b, E J, b, . By faithful flatness, 
Jb:c=AsocEJb.Writec=xbwithxEJ.Letx,betheimageofxinA,. 
Then c, = x,b, so (x, - 4,) b, = 0. Therefore, x, - 4, E I,. But 
xR, a, E J, so (x,-a,)* =0 and hence x, = a, since A, is reduced. 
Therefore, a = x E A. 
4. SEMINORMALIZATION 
In the case where Q = Q(A) is a product of fields one can define the 
seminormalization of A to be iA. In general, this does not work but we can 
construct the seminormalization by imitating the construction of the 
algebraic closure of a field. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A be any reduced commutative ring. Then there is a 
subintegral extension A c B with B seminormal. Any such extension is 
universal for maps of A to seminormal rings: Zf C is seminormal and 
cp: A -+ C, then cp has a unique extension w: B -+ C. Furthermore, v is 
injective if9 is. 
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The universal property implies that B is unique up to a canonical 
isomorphism. I will call B the seminormalization of A. 
COROLLARY 4.2. If A c C with C seminormal, then ‘&A is the seminor- 
malization of A. 
DEFINITION. If b, c E A with b3 = c*, let E(A, b, c) = (A[X]/(X’ - b, 
x3 - c)),,cl* 
LEMMA 4.3. If A is reduced and b3 = c2 then A + E(A, b, c) is injective. 
Proof Since A is reduced, it is enough to show that A + A[X]/(X’ - b, 
X3 - c) is injective. Let a be in the kernel. Then a = g(X)(X” -c) 
modX2-bb. Write gzr+sX and use X3-c=bX-cmodX2-b to get 
a = (bX - c)(r + sX) E (rb - SC) X + b2s - rc mod X2 - b. Therefore rb = SC 
and a = b2s - rc E (b, c). 
Now ab = b3s - rbc = c2s - rbc = c(cs - rb) = 0 and ac = b2cs - rc2 = 
b*cs-rb3= b2(cs -rb)=O so a(b,c)=O. But aE (b,c) so u2= 0 and 
hence a = 0 since A is reduced. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let A c B with B reduced. Let a E B with a2 = b E A, 
a3=cEA. ThenE(A,b,c)zA[a] byX-+a. 
Proof Let x be the image of X in E(A, b, c). Then xb = c. If p + qx -+ 
p + qa = 0 with p, q E A then b(p + qx) = bp + qc = b(p + qa) = 0. Also 
(p + qx)(p - qx) =p* - q2b = (p + qa)(p - qa) = 0. Therefore p*(p + qx) = 
q2b( p + qx) = 0 and x2( p + qx) = b( p + qx) = 0. Since E(A, b, c) is 
reduced, it follows that p( p + qx) = 0, x( p + qx) = 0 so (p + qx)2 = 0 and 
hence p + qx = 0. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let A c B be a subintegral extension of reduced rings. 
Let rp: B -+ C with C reduced. If ~1~ is injective, so is C. 
Proof. We can clearly assume that B is finite over A. The result then 
follows from Theorem 2.8 and Lemma 4.4. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Well order all pairs (b,, c,) in A with bi = ci . 
Let A_,=A, set A,+, =E(A,,b,,c,) and A,=~&I~.,A, for limit 
ordinals A. At the end of this construction we get A’ 1 A such that A’ is 
reduced, A c A’ is subintegral and whenever b3 = c2 in A we have a E A’ 
with a2 = b, a3 = c. 
Now let A”’ = A A(“+‘) = A(“)‘, and B = U A(“) over n E E, n 2 0. This 9 
clearly has the required properties. 
If C is seminormal, 9: A + C, and b3 = c* in A, there is a unique y E C 
with y2 = q(b), y3 = p(c). Therefore, there is a unique extension of v to 
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E(A, b, c) -+ C sending x to y. It is clear from this that B has the required 
universal property. By Corollary 4.5 it is also clear that, if rp: A --* C is 
injective, so is the extension w: B -+ C. 
Finally, suppose A c C is subintegral with C seminormal. The inclusion 
A c C extends to an inclusion A c B c C. Since B is seminormal and B c C 
is subintegral we get B = C. 
Remark. If A is any commutative ring, and B is the seminormalization 
Of&d~ then the composition A + A red + B is clearly universal for maps of (1 
to seminormal rings. It is reasonable to call B the seminormalization of A. 
COROLLARY 4.6. If B is the seminormalization of A and S c A is any 
multiplicative set, then B, is the seminormalization of A,. 
Proof. It is sufficient to check the universal property. This is clear since 
to give a homomorphism As + C is equivalent to giving A -+ C sending S to 
c*. 
5. P-SEMINORMALITY 
The following definition was suggested by the examples in 191. See 
also [5 1. 
DEFINITION. Let p E Z. An extension A c B is called p-seminormal if 
x E B, x2, .x3, px E A imply x EA. 
A ring A is called p-seminormal if it is reduced and the extension A c B = 
seminormalization of A is p-seminormal. 
An extension A c B is calledp-subintegral if it is a filtered union of subex- 
tensions built up by finite sequences of extensions of the form C c C[xl with 
x2, x3, px E c. 
Remark. If p = 0, these notions agree with those discussed previously. If 
p # 0, it is trivial to verify that an extension or ring is p-seminormal if and 
only if it is q-seminormal for all primes q 1 p. Therefore, for most purposes we 
can assume that p is prime or 0. 
Remark. The p-seminormality of a ring A can be characterized intrin- 
sically as follows: A is reduced and if b, c, d E A with b3 = c’, d* = p*b, 
d3 = p3c, then there is an a E A with a2 = b,a3 = c. Note that pa = d then 
follows from Corollary 3.2. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A be a reduced commutative ring and let p E L. Then 
there is a p-subintegral extension A c B with B p-seminormal. For any such 
B, if C is p-seminormal and p,: A + C then (D has a unique extension 
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II/: B + C. If (p is injective so is w. Moreover, B is unique up to a canonical 
isomorphism. 
Proof If A c D is any extension of commutative rings, there is a unique 
largest subextension B ( ) +p A which is p-subintegral over A. It is obtained by 
taking the filtered union of all subrings obtained from A by a linite number 
of extensions of the form Cc C[x], x2, x3, px E C. Clearly, +Bp(A) is p- 
seminormal in D. By applying this construction to the seminormalization of 
A we get the required extension A c B. Since B is reduced, all the inter- 
mediate extensions Cc C[x] considered have the form C[x] = E(C, b, c) by 
Lemma 4.4. The existence and uniqueness of w follow as in the proof of 
Theorem 4.1, as well as the injectivity of w if ~1 is injective. The uniqueness 
of B up to a canonical isomorphism also follows in the same way. 
I will refer to B as the p-seminormalization of A. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. The formation of y(A) commutes with localization 
with respect to multiplicative subsets of A. 
This is proved in the same way as Proposition 2.9. 
COROLLARY 5.3. If A c B is p-seminormal (resp. p-subintegral) so is 
A, c B,. Also A c B is p-seminormal (resp. p-subintegral) if and only if 
A,,, c A,B is for all maximal ideals m of A. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. If A is p-seminormal so is As, and A is p-seminormal 
tf and only tfall A,,, are. 
This is proved just like Proposition 3.7 using Lemma 3.8. 
COROLLARY 5.5. Zf A c B is the p-seminormalization of A then-As c B, 
is the p-seminormalization of A. 
This follows from the universal property as in Corollary 4.5. 
6. THE MAIN THEOREM 
If F is any functor from rings to groups, recall [2, XII] that NF is the 
fun&or defined by NF(A ) = ker [ F(A [xl) -+ F(A)]. Therefore, FA [x] = 
F(A) @ NF(A). Also [2, XI, Sect. 71, 
FA(X, ,..., X,]=@N’F(A)(‘). 
In the following theorem, the statement that a group G has no p-torsion 
for p = 0 should be interpreted as meaning G = 0. 
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THEOREM 6.1. Let A be any commutative ring. Let p E Z. The following 
conditions are equivalent. 
(a) N” Pit(A) has no p-torsion for some n > 1. 
(b) N” Pit(A) has no p-torsion for all n. 
cc> Are* is p-seminormal. 
We first recall some standard facts about Pit. 
LEMMA 6.2. (1) Pit commutes with filtered direct limits. 
(2) Pit A 4 Pit A red. 
Proof. Part (1) follows immediately from the fact that projective 
modules can be represented as the images of idempotent matrices (cf. [ 18, 
Corollary 10.6 ff]). Part (2) is usually stated in the form Pit A z Pit A/Z if Z 
is nilpotent [2, III, 2.12; 18, Theorem 2.261 but the same proof works if Z is 
a nil ideal. Alternatively, we can write A as the filtered union of finitely 
generated subrings A,. Then Z, = A, n Z is nilpotent if Z is nil and we apply 
(l)toPicA,--%PicA,/Z,. 
In particular, we can replace A by Ared in proving Theorem 6.1. Clearly, 
(b) implies (a). To see that (a) implies (c), assume that A is reduced but not 
p-seminormal. If B is the seminormalization of A, we get A c Cc B, where 
C=A[~~,~*,~~,p~~A,~~A.ThenC=A+AxsoC~~~A.Thecartesian 
square 
A-C 
A/x’ - c/cx’ 
gives rise to a Mayer-Vietoris sequence involving N”U and N” Pit (cf. 
[2, XII, 81). 
Since C is reduced, N”U(C) = 0 so we get 
0 + iV”U(A/Cx*) + N”U(C/Cx*) - N” Pit(A). 
As Weibel has pointed out [30], 
WF(A) = ker[F(A[X, ,..., X,]) --t n F(A[X, ,..., Xi,***, X,,)]. 
Therefore, t( = 1 + xX, X2 -~X,WV’V(C/Cx*) and UP=l+pxXi...X,E 
N”U(A/Cx*). If N,, Pit A has no p-torsion, u must go to 0 in N, Pit A so 
u E N, U(A/Cx’) but this implies that x E A, contrary to our assumption. 
To show that (c) implies (b), it will sutfice to show that the kernel of 
Pit A [X, ,..., X,] + Pit A, which I shall denote by N, F’ic(A), has no p- 
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torsion. We will first reduce to the noetherian case as in 118, pp. 167-168 1, 
[9, Proposition 1.21. The idea of seminormalizing finitely generated subrings 
is used in 19, Theorem 2.51. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let A be p-seminormal. Then A is a Jiltered union of p- 
seminormal subrings A, which are finitely generated as U-algebras. 
ProoJ Let B be a subring of A which is finitely generated as a Z-algebra. 
Then B is reduced, noetherian, and pseudo-geometric (= Nagata ring) [ 14, 
31H, Theorem 721. The normalization g of B is B= n gi, where ai is the 
integral closure of B/Pi in k(P,) and the Pi are the minimal primes of B. 
Therefore, B is finite over B. Let B’ be the p-seminormalization of B. We can 
construct B’ as y(A) so B’ is finite over B and hence finitely generated as a 
Z-algebra. By Theorem 5.1, B’ can also be constructed inside A as tRp(B). 
Clearly, A is a filtered union of such subrings. 
By Lemma 6.2 (l), it will suffice to prove Theorem 6.1 for the rings A, of 
Lemma 6.3. Therefore, it is enough to consider the case where A is reduced 
noetherian and where the normalization 2 of A is finite over A. In this case, 
I will follow the method of Traverso (191 but will replace his glueing process 
by a cruder noetherian induction argument. This works also in the p- 
seminormal case, where there is no nice analogue of glueing. A quite 
different approach to Traverso’s theorem is given by Rush [ 17 ]. He retains 
the glueing process but avoids the noetherian hypothesis. 
The result of Bass and Murthy [3, Lemma 5.61 used by Traverso can be 
reformulated as a refinement of Quillen’s patching theorem ] 16, Theorem 1 ] 
for the case of rank 1 projectives. 
LEMMA 6.4. Let A be reduced and noetherian. Let P E Pit A IX, ,..., X,]. 
Zf P, E Pit A,[X, ,..., X,] is extended from A, for all prime ideals p with 
depth A, = 1, then P is extended from A. 
Proof Let S be the set of regular elements of A. Since Q(A) = As is a 
product of fields, P, is free. Therefore, there is an ideal a of A[X, ,..., X,] 
with a z P and such that a n S # 0. Let b = As, where s E a n S. By [3, 
Lemma 5.61, a will be extended if aA r[X, ,..., X,] is extended, and hence prin- 
cipal, for all p E Spec A associated to b. Clearly depth A, = 1 for such p. 
Remark. It would be interesting to know whether Quillen’s patching 
theorem admits a similar refinement for rk P > 1. The most obvious 
generalization to depth A, < rk P does not work. An example based on recent 
work of Weibel [20] has rk P = 2, dim A = 3, with P not extended but P, 
extended for all p with depth A, < 2. 
Suppose now that the implication (c) =z- (b) of Theorem 6.1 is false. We 
have seen that we may assume that A is reduced noetherian with finite 
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normalization B c Q(A). By noetherian induction we can assume that A is 
maximal among subrings of B satisfying (c) but not (b). 
Let < E N, Pit(A) be a non-trivial element of order p (or just non-trivial if 
p = 0). By Lemma 6.4 we can find p E spec A with depth A, = 1 such that 
the image 9 of < in N, Pic(A,) is non-trivial. Set R = A, and R’ = A$. Then 
R’ is the normalization of R. Note that Q(R) = A,Q(A) since this is a 
product of fields. Also R is p-seminormal by Proposition 5.2. Suppose 
R c Cc R’ with Cp-seminormal. Let D = {b E Bib/l E C}. Then C = A,D 
and D is p-seminormal since b’, b3,pb E D imply the same conditions for 
b/l with respect to C so b/l E C. If C # R, it follows that q goes to 0 in 
N,, Pit(C) since its image is that of < under A + D -+ C. 
We have now reduced to the following case: R is noetherian local of depth 
1 with finite normalization R’, q E N, Pit R is non-trivial of order p, and q 
goes to 0 in N, Pit C if R c C c R’, C # R and C is p-seminormal. 
Let m be the maximal ideal of R and let C = (c E Q(R)lcm c m). Clearly 
R c C c R’. Since depth R = 1, we have m = (s) :a, where s E R is regular. 
Therefore (q/s) m c R. If a/sm = R then m = R(s/a), so R is a discrete 
valuation ring and we are finished. If not, a/sm c m, so a/s E C but a/s 6 R 
otherwise m = (s) :a = R. Therefore, C # R. 
Now C is p-seminormal: Suppose x E R’, x2, x3, px E C. 
If m E m then x2m, x3m, pxm E m so (xm)2, (xm)3, pxm E R. Therefore, 
xm E R and hence xm E m because (xm)’ E m. This shows that x E C. 
Consider the Cartesian diagram 
R-C 
R/m - C/m 
Since C is reduced and R/m is a field, the Mayer-Vietoris sequence reduces 
to 
0 + N,, U(C/m) + N, Pit R + N, Pit C. 
Our assumption on R shows that r lies in N, U(C/m) so this group has p- 
torsion (resp. is non zero if p = 0). 
LEMMA 6.5. Let A be afinite algebra over afield k. Then N, U(A) has a 
filtration whose quotients are vector spaces over k. 
Proof. Let /1 be any commutative ring with N = nil n nilpotent. Filter 
N, U(A) = 1 + N[X, ,..., X,] by 1 + N’[X, ,..., X,]. Then gr N, U(4) =. 
gW)[X, ,..., X,1. 
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This shows that char R/m must divide p. But in this case nil(C/m) = 0 
because if x E C and x2 = 0 mod m then x2, x3 E m c R and px E m since 
p E m. Since R is p-seminormal, x E R. Therefore, nil C/m = nil R/m = 0. 
This contradiction proves Theorem 6. I. 
Remark. In [ 121, Ischebeck shows than an extension of reduced rings 
A c B is seminormal if and only if N, Pit(A) + N, Pit(B) is injective, n > 1. 
The noetherian hypotheses in [ 121 are easily removed as in the proof of 
Theorem 6.1. If A c B is not R-seminormal (with B reduced), the first part of 
the proof of Theorem 6.1 shows that ker[N” Pit(A) + N” Pit(B)] has p- 
torsion. I do not know if the converse holds. The proof in [ 121 does not seem 
to generalize in any obvious way since it makes use of glueing. 
7. SCHANUEL'S MODULE 
In [4], [7], non-trivial elements of N,, Pit(A) are produced using a 
construction due to Schanuel [I]. I will show that this gives the same 
elements as the K-theoretic method of Section 6. 
Let A c B and let a E B with a’, a3 E A. Write b = u2, c = u3. Let Z be the 
A [X] submodule of B[X] generated by 1 + aX and a*X* and let J be that 
generated by 1 - aX and a2X2. Then ZJ = A [X] so Z and J are projective 
over A [Xl. These are the modules defined by Schanuel. 
As in Section 6 we can form the conductor square 
A -A(a] 
1 i 
AAh c) - A[all(b, c) 
From the Mayer-Vietoris sequence we get a: NUA [a]/(b, c) --f N Pit A. 
THEOREM 7.1. a( 1 + ax) is represented by I. 
Proo$ Let f: A[X]* +Z by f(p,q)=p(l+uX)+qa*X* and let 
g: Z-P A[X]* by g(r) = (r( 1 + a2X2)(1 - ax), ru*X’). Then fg = 1, so Z is the 
image of the idempotent matrix 
1-bzp bX2 + cX3 
(1 f bX2)(bX2 - cX3) b2p 
Now consider any Milnor square 
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A AA, 
A, -----+A’ 
f2 
with f, onto. Let u E U(A’) and write u =f,(u), u-’ =fr(w). Then 
f,(l - VW) = 0, so we can find <, a,PE A with g,(r) = 1 - VW, gr(a) = 
u(l - VW), g,(P) = 41 - VW), g&3 = g*(a) = g2w = 0. 
THEOREM 7.2. The image of u under 3: U(A’)--+ Pit A in the 
Mayer-Vietoris sequence is the image of the idempotent matrix 
E(u) = 
1 - r2 41 +r 
3 P r2 ’ 
Proof. Note that a/3 = r’( 1 - <) since both sides have the same images 
under g, and g,. Therefore, tr E(u) = 1, det E(u) = 0, so E(u) is clearly 
idempotent. 
As in [ 15 ] we have a Cartesian diagram 
P&IQ ‘4 
1 4 - A” -A I2 v 
where P = a(u) and cp = ( tf u!~ ). Lift (p to 19 = ( i I )( ‘,. y )( i f )( !, ,!, ) E 
SL,(A,). This gives IJC P @ Q z A2 by 
POQ --A: 
I2 A;--+A -A 12 0 
The projection P@ Q+PcP@Q is given by (A i) on Ai and A:. Under 
q this corresponds to E(u) since this has images ( A i ) over A, and 
et:, i) 8-l over A,. 
Now, going back to Theorem 7.1, we choose u = 1 + ax, w = 1 - aX and 
get < = bX2, a = bX2 + cX3, p = bX2 - cX3. This gives E(u --‘) = ‘E. Since 
E(u-‘) defines P-’ and ‘E defines Z* = Hom(Z, A[X]) z I-’ we see that 
P z I. Note that E(u-‘) can be obtained from E(u) by switching a and p. 
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8. A LOCALIZATION THEOREM 
I will show here that the functors N”U and N” Pit commute with 
localization with respect to subsets of Z. Since N”U(A) and N” Pit(A) are 
not A-modules in general, it is not clear to me how to formulate the result in 
any greater generality. 
THEOREM 8.1. Let A be any commutative ring and let S c H be any 
multiplicative subset. Then the natural maps 
NW(A) -+ N”U(A,), N” Pit(A) -+ N” Pic(A,) 
induce isomorphisms 
N”U(A), 4 N” Pic(A,), 
N” Pic(A)s 4 N” Pic(A,). 
Proox It will clearly suffice to prove the theorem for N, U and N, Pit. 
Since all these functors commute with filtered direct limits, we can assume 
that A is finitely generated as a Z-algebra. Therefore, nil A is nilpotent and 
the result for N, U is immediate from the filtration used in the proof of 
Lemma 6.5. For N,,Pic we can also assume that A is reduced. Suppose in 
addition that the theorem has been proved for rings of smaller dimension 
than A. Let B be the normalization of A in Q(A). Since B is finite over A we 
can find a regular element a E A with aB c A. Then dim A/aB < dim A/aA = 
dim A - 1 and dim B/aB = dim B - 1 = dim A - 1 so the theorem holds for 
A/aB and B/aB. The conductor square 
A.B 
+ 
A/aB __t B/aB 
and its localization at S lead to exact sequences 
N,, U(A/aB), -+ N, U(B/aB), + N, Pic(A)s 
1 
z 
1 
z 0 
1 
N,, U(As/aB,) -+ N, U(B,/aB,) + N, Pic(A,) 
+ N, Pic(A/aB)s + IV, Pic(A/aA), 
+ N, Pic&,/aB,) -+ N, Pic[A,/aA,) 
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The bottom sequence shows that S acts invertibly on N, Pic(A,), so 6 is 
defined and the 5-lemma applies 
COROLLARY 8.2. (1) If l/m EA then N’U(A) and N” Pit(A) are 
Z [ l/m]-modules. 
(2) lfm.4 = 0 then N”U(A) and N” Pit(A) are m-torsion modules. 
The case mA = 0 was previously noted by Chase (cf. [7, Problem 181). He 
pointed out that the same is true for NK, and NK, in this case. For NK, this 
follows from the representation of elements by unipotent matrices and the 
result for NK, follows from NK, = LNK, [2]. 
9. HAMANN'S CANCELLATION THEOREM 
Two R-algebras A and B are called stably isomorphic if A [X, ,..., X,] z 
Bl Y, ,..., Y”] as R-algebras for some n. In [9] a ring R is called steadfast if 
any R-algebra stably isomorphic to R[X] is actually isomorphic to R[X]. 
The following theorem extends the main results of [9] to all reduced rings. 
This theorem has been proved for domains by Asanuma. (See [5].) A related 
characterization of l-dimensional projective algebras has recently been 
obtained by Greither. 
THEOREM 9.1. A reduced commutative ring is steadfast if and only if it 
is p-seminormal for all primes p. 
Many cases of this were proved in [9], in particular the case Qc R. The 
general case follows easily by combining these results with those of 
Sections 6 and 8. We first recall some useful facts from [9]. 
Suppose B is stably isomorphic to R[X]. Write U= R[xo,..., x,] = 
BI Y, ,..., y,,] with R c B. Let E: U + R by s(xi) = 0. We can assume 
E( ~7~) = 0 also. Let I be the kernel of E: B + R. 
LEMMA 9.2. (1) I is a finitely generated projective B-module of rank 1. 
(2) R ~3~ Z is free. 
(3) B k R[X] ifand only ifI% B. 
Proof: Part (3) follows by the argument of 19, Theorem 2.41. Parts (1) 
and (2) are proved in [9] in the noetherian local case. This is sufficient to 
prove Theorem 9.1 as in [9, Theorem 2.51. The following alternative proofs 
of (1) and (2) may be of some interest. It is clear that Z is finitely generated 
because ker[s: U+ R] = (I, y, ,..., y,) is. T o s h ow it is projective, we use the 
following well known result. 
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LEMMA 9.3. Let x, ,..., x, E A be a regular sequence with 
A= A/(x, ,..., x”) f 0. Let M # 0 be an X-module with pd,M < 00. Then 
pd, M = n + pd,-M. 
This is an immediate consequence of [ 13, Theorem 1.31. Applied to il it 
gives pd,R = n + 1. Since U is free as a B-module, a projective resolution 
for R over U is also one over B. Therefore, pd,R < co. Applying Lemma 9.3 
again gives pd,R = n + pd,,R so pd, R = 1. 
For (2), let J = ker E = (x,, ,..., x,) = (Z, y, ,..., y,). Then J/J* is a free R- 
module on the images Xi of the xi. Also it is clear that J/J* = Z/Z* @ Rjj, @ 
“. @ Rp,, since U = B[ y, ,..., v,]. It follows that Z/Z* = R Oe Z is stably free 
and hence free. 
Now, by (9, Theorem 2.81, Q @B z Q 0 R(X] so Q @ Z is free. Let { be 
the image of Z under Pit B + Pit U. By Lemma 9.2 (2), r E N, Pit(R). Since 
Q @ < is trivial, < is a torsion element by Theorem 8.1. If R is p-seminormal 
for all primes p then N, Pit R is torsion free by Theorem 6.1. Therefore, 
r= 0 so Z is free since Pit B is a retract of Pit U. 
Conversely, if R is not p-seminormal we can find an element a in the 
seminormalization of R with a*, a3, pa E R but a & R. The example on p. 14 
of [9] then shows that R is not steadfast. The definition of p-seminormality 
was suggested by this example. 
Remark. It is natural to conjecture that R is steadfast if and only if Rred 
is. In one direction this is shown in [9, Proposition 1.41. To prove the 
converse, it would suffice to generalize the example used above to the non- 
reduced case. 
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